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By Richard Burgin

Texas Review Press, United States, 2013. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. In Hide Island, his sixteenth book and eighth collection of stories, Richard Burgin
explores themes of love and crime, memory and identity, abuse and redemption, and the
contradictory battle between our fierce struggle to live lives worth remembering and our desire to
disentangle ourselves from a past we wish to forget.The stories involve an extraordinarily
variegated group of characters-ranging from doctors and drug dealers, prostitutes and
businessmen, to writers and domestic workers. Hide Island gives voice to the profoundly
tormented as well as those who seek and find enlightenment, justifying Joyce Carol Oates praise in
Newsweek s The Daily Beast that What Edgar Allan Poe did for the psychotic soul, Richard Burgin
does for the deeply neurotic who pass among us disguised as so seemingly `normal we may
mistake them for ourselves. And why the Boston Globe concluded that Burgin s tales capture the
strangeness of a world that is simultaneously frightening and reassuring, and in the contemporary
American short story nothing quite resembles his singular voice.
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ReviewsReviews

It is great and fantastic. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. Your life period will likely be transform once you comprehensive
reading this book.
-- Blanca Davis-- Blanca Davis

An extremely wonderful book with lucid and perfect information. It is one of the most awesome publication i have read. Your life period will probably be
enhance the instant you total looking at this pdf.
-- Prof. Dan Windler MD-- Prof. Dan Windler MD
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